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The Basement Apartment
BEFORE YOU READ:
SOUND SPELLINGS:  
The target sound spellings are Short O spelled OU - cough, trough, and OUGH - bought, 
thought, fought, brought. See Sounds & Their Spelling Patterns, 3rd Edition, pages 71, 
98-99.
SNAPWORDS®: LIST E: basement, thought LIST V: lost, mind, miss, brought. Basement, 
thought, and brought follow the suffix and sound spellings for this lesson.
SUFFIX: MENT words: basement, apartment, argument, ailment, arrangement, 
employment, adjustment. Teach that MENT is added to a verb to show the result of that 
action or to show the act of that action. For example, "enjoyment" means the act of 
enjoying something. "Excitement" means the act of being excited. It can also mean the 
result of something else. For example, an ailment is a result of getting sick. An argument 
can be a result of disagreement. It can also specify a location. Employment is the place 
where you work. Basement is the location in the base of a building. SnapWords® thought 
and brought both have the OUGH spelling that sounds like short O. Write: th-ough-t and 
br-ough-t. Cough and trough: OU is short O and the GH sounds like F. Write: c-ou-gh and 
tr-ou-gh. (Other words with gh sounding like F are rough, tough, enough, laugh.)
PREVIEW: Scan the story, searching for SnapWords®, suffixes, and sound spelling words.

WHILE YOU READ:
a. Ask the children to close their eyes and “see” the action as they read each page.
b. They may use scratch paper to record names of characters as you read.
c. Have them practice retelling the story to a partner.

AFTER YOU READ - COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS:
1. Why did Guy get a new apartment in the city?
2. What were some things he didn't mind at first that later he didn't like at all?
3. What were the things that Guy loved about his apartment?
4. How did Guy solve his problems with the apartment?

1. He got new employment in the city. 2. Seeing and hearing people out front, the traffic 
noise, the water in the trough. 3. The garden, the birds. 4. Rearranged his rooms. 
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Guy had new employment downtown, so 
he bought a cool basement apartment. He 
thought it was great because it was so close 
to work that he could walk there.
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Then Guy got an ailment: he began to 
cough and cough. "I need to find a new 
apartment," Guy said. He went out and 
bought a paper and brought it home.

Guy sat at the kitchen table and looked at 
advertisements for apartments. He thought 
every apartment had something he didn't 
like.
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